Summary. Various agent-oriented methodologies and metamodels exist to describe multiagent systems (MAS) in an abstract manner. Frequently, these frameworks specialise on particular parts of the MAS and only few work has been invested to derive a common standardisation which limits the impact of agent-related systems in commercial applications. In this paper, we present a metamodel for agent systems that abstracts from existing agent-oriented platforms. Furthermore, we illustrate how an agent-oriented software development process in accordance to the model-driven development (MDD) approach could be formulated around the abstract view on agent systems and thus (i) further the development process of agent systems to increase the interoperability among agent platforms and (ii) facilitates the interoperability of agent platforms and potential areas of application.
Introduction
In recent years, the agent paradigm has become more and more popular as practioneers recognised the advantages agents offer when applied in software systems. Nevertheless, as described in [12] , most of the agent-oriented methodologies do not provide a straightforward interface for implementation. Additionally, even if existing methodologies have different advantages when applied to particular problems, it seems to be widely accepted that a unique methodology cannot be applied to each problem without some (minor) level of customisation. Consequently, a framework that (i) simplifies the design and implementation of agent systems and (ii) allows to integrate already existing agent frameworks into a single tool box could increase the degree of utilisation in practice. In this paper, we show how model-driven development (MDD) improves the process of building agent systems and thus makes for industry them more attractive to adopt.
MDD is emerging as the state of practice for developing modern enterprise applications and software systems. MDD frameworks define a model-driven approach to software development in which visual modelling languages are used to integrate the huge diversity of technologies used in the development of software systems.
The current state of the art in MDD is much influenced by the ongoing standardisation activities around the OMG Model Driven Architecture (MDA) (cf. [13] ). The MDA's abstraction levels of a system that supports software development starts 1 from a top-down perspective with a platformindependent model (PIM) which specifies software services and required interfaces independent of concrete software technology platforms. The PIM is further refined to a set of platform-specific models (PSMs 2 ) which describes the realisation of the software systems with respect to the chosen software technology platforms. Due to different abstraction levels, an important aspect of defining a MDD framework is to develop metamodels and model transformations. A metamodel describes the concepts and their relationships for the purpose of building and interpreting models 3 . Metamodels can be developed for describing different business domains and different software technology platforms. In contrast, a model transformation explains how the information of a source metamodel is mapped to the target metamodels.
The MDD paradigm provides us with a better way of addressing and solving interoperability issues compared to earlier non-modelling approaches [7] . The development of a platform-independent model for agent systems (in the following PIM4Agents) is an important step towards the adoption of ModelDriven Architecture guidelines and standards proposed by the OMG (cf. [13] ).
This work presents a core metamodel that abstracts from existing agentoriented platforms and could thus be considered as platform-independent. This metamodel addresses the conceptual and technological interoperability 1 In this paper, we do not consider the computational independent model (CIM).
For detailed information regarding the CIM, we refer to [11] . 2 The terms PIM and PSM are relative to the defined software platform. 3 Models are considered as metamodels' instances.
barrier as it aims to define platform-independent modelling language constructs that can be used to design an agent system on a very abstract level and transfer the concepts to agent-based applications using a model-driven approach. Based on this transformation, automatically generated agent systems can finally be executed (see Figure 1 ). By developing a PIM4Agents, we pursuit the following goals:
• Bridging the gap between (i) the various existing agent-oriented modelling methods and thus improving the interoperability between agent platforms and (ii) potential application areas and agent systems.
• Clearly define a platform-independent abstraction that can be used to integrate and define mappings from particular applications to agents.
• Reusing vertical mappings to agent-related frameworks that could be shared for different application-oriented metamodels. In this case, only the horizontal mappings-from PIM to PIM-need to be newly formulated.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present related work, followed by Section 3 discussing the PIM4Agents and its concepts. In Section 4, we exemplarily describe how service-oriented architectures (SOAs) can be transformed to agent systems using the PIM4Agents. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Related Work
Several frameworks-that can be called platform-specific-already exist to implement agent systems. In the following, we concentrate exemplarily on JACK 4 and JADE 5 .
JACK Intelligent Agents
TM provides programming constructs and concepts for developing complex agent-oriented applications. It bases on the Beliefs, Desires and Intentions model [3] and previous practical implementations of such systems (see [10] ). The BDI agent model is an event-driven execution model providing both reactive and proactive behaviour. In this model, an agent has certain beliefs about the environment, desires to achieve, and plans describing how to achieve certain activated goals. The BDI architecture is recognised as one of more successfully implemented architecture for developing complex systems in dynamic and error-prone environments (cf. [8] ). JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework) provides programming concepts that simplifies the development of multiagent systems as it complies to the FIPA specification by providing the necessary communication infrastructure. In contrast to JACK, it intentionally leaves open the internal agent architecture and necessary concepts. Instead, JADE focuses on communication which is performed through message passing where each agent is equipped with an incoming message box. Standard interaction protocols specified by FIPA can be used as templates to build agent conversations.
Platform-Independent Model for Agents
One challenge in defining the platform-independent model for agents-like for every metamodel on the PIM level-is to decide which concepts to include and abstract from the target execution platforms (PSMs) that support the architectural style of agent-based systems.
In order to support an evolution of the PIM4Agents metamodel, it is structured around a small core that could be possibly enriched by adding smaller extensions, each focusing on a specific aspect of a agent system. Grouping modelling concepts in this manner allows the metamodel evolution by adding (i) new modelling concepts for particular aspects, (ii) extending existing modelling concepts, or (iii) defining new modelling concepts for describing additional aspects of agent systems (e.g. security).
The core of the PIM4Agents metamodel is shown in Figure 2 . The metamodel is centered on the concept of Agent, the autonomous entity capable of acting in the environment. Each Agent has access to a set of Resources from its surrounding Environment.
The Capability represents the set of Behaviours the Agent can possess. It allows to group Behaviours that, conceptually, have a correspondence with regard to what they allow the Agent to do. Each Behaviour can be simple or composed by subbehaviours, therefore a whole hierarchy of specific Behaviours can be created. Each Behaviour may also send or react to a Message according to a given Protocol.
The Role is an abstraction of the social behaviour of the Agent in a given social context, usually a Cooperation. This Role specifies the responsibilities of the Agent in that social context. Correspondingly, the Cooperation represents the interaction between the Agents performing the required set of Roles. The detailed realisation of this interaction is described by a Protocol that indicates what are the Messages to be expected from each of the Roles at which point in time. The execution of the Protocol is performed by a set of Behaviours, each of which sends and/or reacts to messages in accordance to its Role.
Agents can take part in an Organisation, a special kind of Cooperation that also has the same characteristics as Agent. Therefore, the Organisation can perform roles and has Capabilities which can be performed by its members, be it Agents or suborganisations. The multiple inheritance of the Organisation, from Agent and Cooperation, also allows it to have its own internal protocol that specifies how the Organisation coordinates its members.
From Application to Executable Agents
The focus of this section is on the development of executable agent systems based on a particular application area. Therefore, we take a concrete application-based PIM metamodel and explain how its concepts can be transformed into agent systems according to the MDD standards. We take a so called PIM4SOA
6 (cf. [2] )-a metamodel for service-oriented architecturesas input example on the application-related PIM level and transform it to an agent model on the PIM layer that can finally be used-by applying further PIM-PSM transformations-to execute the SOA descriptions with JACK and JADE. The metamodel for SOA's-developed by SINTEF, the European Software Institute, and IBM-puts us in the position to identify concepts that abstract from particular platforms and thus enables us to investigate how such concepts could be transformed to agent-related concepts in order to provide a foundation for how to incorporate autonomous agents into SOA using principles of MDD.
The purpose of this section is firstly, to show how concepts that describe a particular application can be transfered to agent technology and secondly, to explain how a core metamodel can be used to define mappings to agent frameworks that focus on different aspects (e.g. BDI behaviour like JACK and FIPA-compliance like JADE). The structure of this section is the following: Firstly, we illustrate the metamodels of the PIM4SOA, JACK (JackMM), and JADE (JadeMM). Basing on these descriptions, we secondly, describe how concepts of the PIM4SOA can be mapped to the PIM4Agents and how this could be transfered to the PSM-specific metamodels. 
Metamodels

Metamodel for Service-oriented Architectures
The current version of the metamodel for service-oriented architectures (PIM4SOA) defines modelling concepts that can be used to model four different aspects of SOAs: Services, information, processes and non-functional aspects. In this paper, we mainly concentrate on the service aspect (see Figure 3) , where services are an abstraction and an encapsulation of the functionality provided by an autonomous entity. In general, SOAs are formed by components provided by a system or a set of systems to achieve a shared goal.
The service aspect of the PIM4SOA presents services modelled as collaborations that specify a pattern of interaction between the participating roles. A subset of the metamodel for this aspect is presented in Figure 3 . The Collaboration specifies the involved roles and their responsibilities and could possibly be constrained by the specification of a process. Additionally, a CollaborationUse specifies the application of a Collaboration in a specific context and includes the RoleBindings to entities in that context. Collaborations are composable and the responsibilities of a role in a composite Collaboration are defined through CollaborationUses by binding roles from the composite to roles of its subcollaborations. The simplest form of a Collaboration is the binary collaboration, which has no subcollaborations and only two roles, i.e., a requester that provides the input, and a provider that produces the output parameters. Therefore, a Role represents how a partner participates in the Collaboration by providing services and parameters and using services provided by other partners in its service collaboration. Messages specify which parameters are sent to which Role in a Collaboration.
ServiceProvider represents a service specification containing the specification of other strategies. Like the Collaboration, a ServiceProvider is constrained by a Process and participates in a set of CollaborationUses. The attribute Role defines the roles that are involved at this level. 
Metamodel for JACK
A vast number of frameworks and methodologies have been developed to foster the software-based development of BDI agent architectures [15] and MAS [1, [4] [5] [6] 14] . The partial metamodel of JackMM is presented in Figure 4 .
The most relevant concept in JackMM is the concept of a Team which specifies the structure of one or more entities (teams/agents) that is formed to achieve a set of desired objectives. A Team could be either atomic, in which case we can refer to it simple as an Agent, or a set of required rolessubteams-that all together form the Team. The tasks a given Team is able to work on are defined by the roles that it is able to fulfil. How a team actually reacts to an incoming request is specified by a set of TeamPlans, each specifying the behaviour of a team in reaction to a specific event. In general, a team plan is a set of steps specifying how a particular task is achieved by particular roles. Each team plan has an explicitly defined objective (incoming message or internal event) for which this team plan is responsible. When the so-called triggering event is raised, a specific team plan is executed by creating an instance of this team plan.
Role definitions are the second most important concept to define teams because a role specifies which messages-in JACK TM those are rather eventsthe role fillers are able to react to and which messages they are likely to send. Events preset the type of stimuli a team, role, or team plan reacts to or posts.
Metamodel for JADE
JadeMM, the partial metamodel of JADE, is given in Figure 5 . As mentioned in Section 2, JADE aims at the development of MAS that comply with FIPA standards for intelligent agents. The most relevant concept of JadeMM is the concept of an Agent that is described by an aggregation of the concepts MessageQueue, AgentStates and Scheduler that is again an aggregation of different types of Behaviour like CompositeBehaviour and SimpleBehaviour. The behaviour implements the agent tasks and intentions and is defined by logical execution patterns that can be combined to achieve complex execution patterns. JADE distinguishes two types of roles. The agent that starts a conversation takes the role of an Initiator, the role that engages in a conversation that has been initiated by the Initiator is called Responder.
Model Transformations
In this section, we bring together the metamodel and its concepts described in the previous sections and relate them to one another in a transformation derived from it.
Transforming PIM4SOA to PIM4Agents
Comparing the PIM4SOA and PIM4Agents metamodels, we derive six basic transformations that are discussed in the following: Transformation 1: PIM4SOA:Collaboration → PIM4Agents:Organisation The organisational behaviour is generated by applying Transformation 3 for each of the collaboration's constraints, the result of using Transformation 2 for each service provider that participates in one of the collaboration uses defines the organisational members. Applying Transformation 5 for each of the collaboration's roles builds the required roles. The organisation requires a set of protocols that are derived by executing Transformation 6.
Transformation 2: PIM4SOA:ServiceProvider → PIM4Agents:Agent The agent's performed roles are generated by applying Transformation 5 for each of the service provider's roles, the behaviour is again derived by executing Transformation 3 for each of the service provider's behaviour.
Transformation 3: PIM4SOA:Process → PIM4Agents:Behaviour At this stage, we do not specify the behaviour's elements in all details. How the behaviour's concrete concepts might look like is illustrated in [9] .
Transformation 4: PIM4SOA:Message → PIM4Agents:Message The messages specified inside the collaboration uses and sent by the corresponding service provider's roles are mapped to the messages defining the PIM4Agents' protocol.
Transformation 5: PIM4SOA:Role → PIM4Agents:Role The collaboration's and service provider's roles are mapped to roles in the PIM4Agents.
Transformation 6: PIM4SOA:Collaboration → PIM4Agents:Protocol A Protocol describes the message sequencing that is generated by combining messages that are sent in the collaboration's collaboration uses. More precisely, the collaboration's role types-requester and provider-are mapped to the protocol's roles, the messages defined in the collaboration uses are transformed to protocol's messages. The order in which messages are sent is derived by examining the tasks that are specified in the service provider's process. These tasks specify at which point of time messages are sent and received. A flow defines the order in which tasks are executed. Consequently, the PIM4Agents's protocols gives an overview how the provision of services is choreographed.
Transforming PIM4Agents to JackMM
We specify the PIM4Agents to JakeMM transformation independent of the PIM4SOA to PIM4Agents mappings. Thus, PIM-to-PSM transformations can be reused for different applications. In particular, we define five basic transformations that are listed in the following: Transformation 1: PIM4Agents:Organisation → JackMM:Team The organisational behaviour is mapped to a team plan used by the team (see Transformation 3). Events a team sends or handles are illustrated in the organisational protocol. These are derived by executing Transformation 4 on the protocols' messages that are required by the organisation. The team performs and requires roles that are generated by applying Transformation 5 on the organisational performed and required roles.
Transformation 2: PIM4Agents:Agent → JackMM:Team At first glance the concept Agent of JackMM seems to be the best match, but since an agent in the PIM4Agents references roles, it is recommended to assign PIM4Agents:Agent to a team in JackMM. The name of the agent in the PIM4Agents coincides with the name of the team, the team's performed roles are generated by applying Transformation 5 on the roles the agent performs. Furthermore, the team requires roles specified in the PIM4Agents:Organisation, in which the agent participates (executing Transformation 5).
Transformation 3: PIM4Agents:Behaviour → JackMM:TeamPlan The concept behaviour of the PIM4Agents is directly mapped to a team plan. We refer again to [9] to give insights in the team plan's elements. The roles a team plan uses are extracted from the organisational required roles.
Transformation 4: PIM4Agents:Message → JackMM:Event The messages specified by a Protocol:PIM4Agents are mapped to events in JackMM.
Transformation 5: PIM4Agents:Role → JackMM:Role Any performed and required role defined in the PIM4Agents is transformed to JACK-related roles a team requires or performs.
Transforming PIM4Agents to JadeMM
Again, PIM4Agent to JadeMM transformations are defined independent to the application-related metamodel on the PIM level. To transform the PIM4Agents to JadeMM we defined the following transformations:
Transformation 1: PIM4Agents:Agent → JadeMM:Agent Agents in the PIM4SOA are mapped to a JadeMM:Agent class, given that PIM4Agents:Agent has a behaviour and performs roles.
Transformation 2: PIM4Agents:Organisation → JadeMM:Agent This transformation is very similar to Transformation 1 defined. The JadeMM:Agents that represent PIM4Agents:Organisations also need the corresponding behaviours to perform the coordination tasks with its suborganisations.
Transformation 3: PIM4Agents:Message → JadeMM:ACLMessage Messages of the PIM4Agents can be transformed in a straightforward manner to JadeMM:ACLMessage. Nevertheless a specialisation of PIM4Agents:Message, such as PIM4Agents:FIPAMessage, could prove a better match in order to guarantee the FIPA compliance that JADE offers. If such a concept does not exist, the transformation has to be extended to ensure this kind of specialisation.
Transformation 4: PIM4Agents:Protocol → JadeMM:Behaviour PIM4Agents:Role → JadeMM:Behaviour PIM4Agents:Behaviour → JadeMM:Behaviour This is a more complex transformation in the sense that the PIM4Agents:Protocol, which provides a centralised view of the interaction, must be split into separate JadeMM:Behaviours according to the respective PIM4Agents:Roles. The transformation of PIM4Agents:Behaviour is simpler, but still requires careful matching of PIM4Agents:Behaviours that might implement segments of a given PIM4Agents:Protocol. It is very important to consider that the mapping of specialisations of PIM4Agents:Behaviour-in extension packages for PIM4Agents-might also require extension of the currently available JadeMM:Behaviours.
There is no direct PIM4Agents:Capability support in the JadeMM, however it is not absolutely necessary for the correct realisation of transformation and a capability structure could be implemented in Java to be utilised by JADE.
Conclusions
In this paper, we defined a platform-independent metamodel for agents (called PIM4Agents) and illustrated how this metamodel could be used in a MDD scenario to simplify the implementation of agents systems and thus make them more attractive for commercial usage due interoperability.
To concretise this approach, we described how to transfer service-oriented architectures-as one feasible application area-to executable agent systems, i.e. we illustrate (i) how the concepts of a platform-independent model for SOA (PIM4SOA) can be transformed to agent-oriented concepts described by the PIM4Agents and (ii) how these abstract agent-related concepts could be mapped to agent-oriented execution platforms. Thus, the PIM4Agents could be considered as link between commercial applications and agent systems.
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